BACKGROUND: Treatment failure in primary as well as metastatic cancer patients, caused by chemo and radio resistance, has truncated the research for the applicability of personalized medicine. The use of stem cells and cancer stem cells in such a treatment approach will be reviewed in this study.
Introduction
Cancer is a group of diseases, characterized uncontrolled cellular proliferation, tissue invasion and metastasis. Since it constitutes one of the major factors of fatality in our era, scientific research has successfully developed a very wide armory of antineoplastic drugs with a variety of pharmacological properties, including the novel forms of targeted anticancer therapy. Cancer, however, is enormously complex and heterogeneous and the current gaps in our knowledge preclude the vision of total success in its therapy from becoming a reality in the very near future, with phenomena such as chemo-or radiotherapy failure and subsequent tumor relapse and metastasis, as well as inter-individual variabilities towards anticancer treatment efficacy, decreasing the overall survival rates and indicating the need of new, personalized and targeted anticancer treatment modalities, which shall "dodge the bullets" of treatment failure as well as treatment response variability among patients of different or, frequently the same types of neoplasia. The "vision" of personalized medicine, involves measurement of some "key" tumor characteristics, which assist the optimum therapy regimen being tailored for each patient to successfully treat their cancer and prevent relapse. Recent years have seen researchers and clinicians alike take great strides toward personalized cancer care. The advent and use of new high-throughput technologies has resulted in a data explosion in the field of cancer research; the challenge over the coming years will be to bridge the gap between the bench and bedside. In this article, we opt to review systematically, the most recent advances in the field of personalized medicine towards a very common and unfortunately, lethal disease, namely colorectal cancer with a focus on the most up to date evidence in the role of stem cells and cancer stem cells, in this field.
Current CRC treatment options overview
CRC treatment is considered to be either local therapy or systemic therapy. Local therapies consist of surgery, radiation therapy and interventional radiology. Systemic therapy consists of chemotherapy and immunotherapy, for these drugs enter the bloodstream and destroy or control the neoplastic cells throughout the body [5] .
Depending on the stage of the cancer and other factors (age, pathophysiological status, gender, types of mutations, etc.), different types of treatment may be preferred, combined at the same time or used after one another: early stages of CRC (~95% of stage I and ~70 % of stage II) commonly receive surgery, with or without adjuvant chemotherapy; Advanced stages (III and IV), commonly receive combination therapies, including chemotherapy radiation and surgery [6] .
CRC chemotherapy
In CRC, chemotherapy is usually given after surgery of stage III tumors, where the carcinoma cells have spread to lymph nodes (adjuvant chemotherapy). In this way, chemotherapy may help reduce the risk of cancer recurrence and death from cancer. Sometimes chemotherapy may be used before surgery as well, with the goal of shrinking the cancer before an operation [7] . Chemotherapy before surgery is more common in rectal cancer than in colon cancer. Chemotherapy can also be given to relieve symptoms of colon cancer that has spread to other areas of the body (palliative chemotherapy). Finally, patients presenting with advanced (unresectable) metastatic CRC (mCRC) receive chemotherapy as a treatment of choice, which has highly improved the prognosis and increased the median survival rate of such patients [8] .
First line chemotherapeutic agent 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), is the mainstay chemotherapeutic agent in most CRC cases [5] . The development of additional agents, however, including platinumcontaining agents, irinotecan, oral fluoropyrimidines and raltitrexed has expanded the chemotherapeutic "arsenal" for CRC patients. The choice of combination chemotherapy is available also, mainly for stage IV (advanced) metastatic CRC, with a profound synergistic toxicity advantage; the same benefit is nowadays evident for combinations in adjuvant (post-resection) chemotherapy of CRC [9, 10] .
Current CRC immunotherapy overview
The limitations of surgery and adjuvant chemo/radio/antibody therapies to treat CRC patients necessitate the development of novel approaches, including immunotherapy [11] . Immunotherapy is an active therapeutic approach designed to trigger the immune system to respond to tumor-specific antigens and attack tumor cells. Immunotherapy strategies include the use of peptides derived from tumor-associated antigens, whole tumor cells, in vitro-generated dendritic cells, or viral vector-based cancer vaccines [12] .
Moreover, monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that target surface antigens expressed on tumor cells are clinically effective as cancer therapeutics [13] . Three mAbs (Cetuximab, Bevacizumab and Panitumumab) are approved for the treatment of CRC in the United States, and many other mAbs are being tested in clinical trials. Bevacizumab, a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds to human VEGF, is effective in KRAS wild-type CRC patients [14] . Recent evidence has also shown clinical benefits from treatment with anti-EGFR, Cetuximab and Panitumumab in KRAS wild-type CRC patients [15] .
Resistance of CRC to current treatment options
One of the primary causes for therapeutic failure in cancer is resistance to radiation and chemotherapeutic drugs. Tumors usually consist of a mixed population of malignant cells, some drug-sensitive, and some drug-resistant. Cancer cells that show resistance to chemotherapy when first exposed to an anticancer drug have intrinsic MDR. Chemotherapy usually destroys drugsensitive cells, and favors the survival of drug-resistant cells. More tumors, however, may initially be sensitive to therapy and later become insensitive to similar drugs, having acquired resistance [16] . After an initial treatment with chemotherapy, the tumor begins to grow again and develop resistance to chemotherapeutic agents. Cancer cells employ several mechanisms to resist chemotherapy and radiotherapy (Table 1 ) [17] .
When irradiation is unable to reduce tumor volume or cancer recurs after a regression, then a cell is considered to be radioresistant. The curative potential of radiotherapy is limited by intrinsic radioresistance of cancer cells. The degree of radiosensitivity is recognized by both intrinsic and extrinsic properties [18] . 
The emerging role of stem cells in CRC treatment
Advances in understanding adult stem cell biology have facilitated the development of novel cell-based therapies for cancer. Recent developments in conventional therapies (eg, tumor resection techniques, chemotherapy strategies, and radiation therapy) for treating both metastatic and primary tumors in the brain, particularly glioblastoma have not resulted in a marked increase in patient survival. Preclinical studies have shown that multiple stem cell types exhibit inherent tropism and migrate to the sites of malignancy. Recent studies have validated the feasibility potential of using engineered stem cells as therapeutic agents to target and eliminate malignant tumor cells in the brain.
The effect of mesenchymal stromal cells on human CRC cells
The tumor microenvironment (TME) is an important factor in determining the growth and metastasis of colorectal cancer; the TME is composed of many cell types including tumor, stromal, endothelial and immune cell populations. It is widely accepted that cells present in the TME acquire distinct functional phenotypes that promote tumorigenesis. One such cell type is the mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC). Evidence suggests that MSCs exert effects in the colorectal TME, including the promotion of angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis [19] Although the vast majority of the evidence points to a tumor promoting role for MSCs, there is some evidence to the contrary. However, this anti-tumor effect appears to be specific to the very early stages of tumor development. Throughout the course of a chronic inflammatory condition like inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) the epithelium becomes inflamed and damaged, leading to the production of factors such as nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) 3 and STAT6, all of which are potentially tumorigenic [20] . It appears that administration of MSCs at this very early stage can have a tumor inhibiting effect by decreasing interleukin (IL)-6 and phosphoSTAT3 signaling and reducing DNA damage. However, once this early stage has passed, MSCs recruited to the tumor by factors such as nuclear factor (NF)-κB, chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4), stromal cell derived factor (SDF)1, monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP)-1 and vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM)-1 serve only to promote tumorigenesis via the mechanisms mentioned throughout this review, namely differentiation to cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), promotion of tumor growth, invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis and the dampening of anti-tumor immunity [20] [21] [22] .
The effect of MSCs in chemo-and radioresistance of CRC cells
A final important aspect of CRC-MSC interactions is the potential impact that these cells could have on colorectal cancer therapy. Recent research has highlighted the ability of MSCs to contribute to resistance to chemotherapeutics in both hematological malignancies and solid tumors. In CRC, 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) is one of the first-line therapies for metastatic disease. However, it has now been shown that a population of bone-marrow MSCs exist that are both potently immunosuppressive and 5-FU resistant, a dangerous combination in the context of CRC chemotherapy. Difficulties also arise with the use of radiotherapy. MSCs have been shown to be radio-resistant and so could withstand such therapy and retain their tumor-conditioned phenotype, thus potentially contributing to disease relapse. Because of this reason there were constructed genetically modified MSC which are used in the enzyme/prodrug therapy. This therapy can be targeted selectively against the cancer cells. This cells then continuously express a transgene for the enzyme converting non-toxic compound (prodrug) into cytotoxic drug (suicide gene). There are several used enzyme/prodrug combinations:
1. herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase with prodrug ganciclovir (HSVtk/GCV) [23, 24] , 2. yeast or bacterial cytosine deaminase (CD) alone or fused with uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (CD::UPRT) converting 5-fluorocytosine (5FC) to toxic 5-fluorouracil (5FU) [25] 3. prokaryotic purine nucleotide phosphorylase in combination with fludarabine (PNP/Fara)
[26] Genetically modified MSC were successfully used in the treatment of colon cancer [27] 2.3. Cancer stem cells and CRC Experimental evidence suggests, that a small sub-population of tumor cells, termed cancer stem cells (CSCs), are responsible for propagating cancer in a highly efficient manner. This malignant clonal population constitutes 0.1-10% of all tumor cells of which only some have the ability to form tumors [3] . Compared to normal stem cells (SCs), CSCs are thought to show no restraint with respect to cell number (i.e., proliferation); however, their slow rate of cycling plays a role in resistance to treatment (chemotherapy and radiotherapy) and tumor recurrence. Also, the ability of CSCs to initiate new tumors may be of critical importance for metastatic colonization [28] .
In the CRC cancer stem cell model, malignant changes are suggested to start at the stem or precursor cell level. Precursor cells are a type of partially differentiated stem cell which has the capacity to differentiate into one cell type, and therefore are also called unipotent stem cells. Epigenetic changes, such as aberrant methylation, may result in silencing of genes p16, SFRPs, GATA-4/-5 and APC in stem/precursor cells of adult cell renewal systems and may lock these cells into stem-like states that foster abnormal cell clonal expansion, and the stem/precursor cells are transformed into pre-invasive cancer stem cells. At this stage, pre-invasive cancer stem cells turn into cancer stem cells that will ultimately become cancer cells due to accumulation of epigenetic and genetic abnormalities [29] Several studies have suggested that the CSC fraction may be identified within a variety of human cancers, including CRC. Human colorectal CSCs were first isolated on the basis of CD133 expression and demonstrated to induce tumors in mice that resembled the original malignancy [30, 31] . The search for other surface markers of colorectal CSCs proceeded in hopes of finding a CSC-specific biomarker, which would greatly facilitate the development of prognostic and therapeutic tools. Several CSC phenotypes have been described. However, CSC surface markers identified so far are expressed also by normal SCs, preventing their potential use as therapeutic targets. Several molecules have been proposed as colorectal CSC markers, including CD133, CD44, CD24, CD166, Lgr-5, and aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1). CD133, a pentaspan transmembrane glycoprotein, was one of the first colorectal CSC markers to be identified [32] .
The cell adhesion molecule CD44 has been identified as a cell surface marker associated with CSCs in several types of tumor. CD44+ cells exhibited CSC properties, and a single cell could form a sphere in vitro, and a xenograft tumor resembling the original lesion in vitro. Overexpression of CD44 in CRC has been associated with depth of invasion and lymph node involvement and is shown to be an independent predictor of overall survival [33] .
In addition to cell surface markers, activities of certain pathways or enzymes may also act as markers of stemness. For instance, normal colorectal stem cells can be identified by the activity of ALDH1, a detoxifying enzyme that oxidizes intracellular aldehydes [34] .
Other markers include CD166, epithelial cell adhesion molecule, CD29, CD24, CD26, Msi-1, Lgr-5, and Wnt activity/β-catenin. The presence of these molecules has been associated with stemness characteristics both in vitro and in vivo. These markers were also used to enrich isolated CSCs further to enhance their tumorigenic ability [35] . The transcription factors Oct-4 and Sox2 are also promising CSC markers, given their roles in cell renewal. Oct-4 and Sox2 levels have been shown to be elevated in CRC and to correlate with increased CSC proliferation and poor prognosis [36, 37] . Other pluripotency genes, such as, Nanog and c-myc, are regarded as promising surrogate markers, given that they appear to facilitate a shift towards an "undifferentiated" state. [38] .
Colorectal cancer stem cells and CRC -treatment personalization
The proposal of the CRC stem cell (CRC-SC) model has great significance in guiding CRC therapy. The current chemotherapies generally aim at mature cancer cells, not the CRC-SCs. Although these treatments can reduce the size of cancer tissue, they cannot completely kill CSCs that have higher proliferative potential and stronger resistance to chemotherapy than mature cancer cell; they can "escape" the chemotherapy and differentiate into mature cancer cells when treatment is withdrawn, resulting in cancer recurrence and metastasis. Therefore, development of therapy targeting colorectal cancer stem cells, has a therapeutic potential to achieve better treatment to suppress cancer growth and metastasis.
The role of CRC stem cells in CRC chemotherapy and chemoresistance
Two models, have been proposed to explain the origin of CSC multidrug resistance (MDR) in tumors with an elevated ability to survive conventional chemotherapeutic regimens. The first model proposes that after exposure to the chemotherapeutic agent, only the CSCs expressing ABC transporters are able to repopulate the tumor by asymmetrical cell division with newly-formed CSCs and/or differentiated progenitor cells. The second acquired model suggests that after chemotherapy, only CSCs survive and, those that acquire drug resistance under the pressure of mutations, originate new and more aggressive drug-resistant cell phenotypes [39] .
Traditional cancer therapies, including chemotherapy and radiotherapy, depend on the rapid cycling cell cycle and aim at specific cell division phase, such as 5-fluoroucil (5-FU), the inhibitor of thymidylate synthase in cell mitotic S-stage, and oxaliplatin, a platinum compounds agent [40] . Nevertheless, there is evidence that intrinsic chemoresistance in colorectal cancer stem cells (CRC SCs), may be associated with the slow growth of CRC-SCs in G0 stage. A large sample of clinical research conducted in 501 human CRC patients demonstrated that, tumor cells with CD133 overexpression showed increased resistance to 5-FU based chemotherapy and the expression of CD133 related to poor prognosis and decreased survival [41] . In oxaliplatin treated SW620 and LoVo CRC cells, overexpression of CD133 was also observed [42] .
Recently, it was found that the high concentration of 5-FU and/or oxaliplatin treated human HT-29 CRC cells, showed enrichment of CD133 + and CD44 + CRC-SCs and decreased in vitro proliferation [43] . Moreover, Insulin-like growth factor receptor I (IGF-1R), is found to be overexpressed in chemoresistant HT-29 cell line, while treatment with IGF-1R inhibitor, AVE-1642, can inhibit the growth of in vivo xenograft model. Other studies reported that human CD133 + CRCSCs can regulate death receptors and inhibit chemotherapy-induced cell apoptosis through specifically expressed interleukin-4 (IL-4). Treatment of CD133 + CRC-SCs, with anti-IL-4 antibody can increase the effectiveness of 5-FU or oxaliplatin-based therapy [44] .
A recent analysis, reported an additional mechanism of CD133 + CRC-SCs 5-FU and oxaliplatin resistance: Aurora-A kinase, a regulator of mitosis affecting the process of cell cycle, is overexpressed in CRC-SCs; Aurora-A silencing can result in growth inhibition, down-regulation of anti-apoptotic protein expression and increase of chemotherapy sensitivity, which then, additively induce the death of CRC-SCs [45] .
MicroRNAs (miRNA) also play a role in the regulation of cell proliferation and can regulate CRCSCs specific signal pathway to increase CR-CSCs drug-resistance. For example, miRNA-140 inhibits the proliferation of CD133 +high /CD44 +high human CRC cells through regulating histone deacetylase 4, leading to resistance to methotrexate (MTX) and 5-FU [46] .
In the treatment of CRC and more importantly, metastatic CRC, chemotherapy effectiveness is also negatively impacted in regimes which include several chemotherapeutic anticancer agents of various pharmacologic groups (having different and diverse mechanisms of anticancer action), with this phenomenon being addressed as multi-drug-resistance (MDR). Reduction of the chemotherapeutic agent(s) concentration in the tumor cells, is the most studied mechanism of MDR:
it is found that part of the tumor cells express adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depended on drug efflux transporter p-glycoprotein (P-gp, MDR1, ABCB1). Furthermore, in melanoma cells, ABCB5 resisted to camptothecin and 5-FU, which are two commonly used anticancer drugs, also in the case of CRC [47] .
CSC surface markers identified so far are expressed also by normal SCs, preventing their potential use as therapeutic targets. In contrast to these surface marker molecules, the ALDH as a CRC-SC marker represents an intracellular protein with an enzymatic function executing the oxidation of both endogenously and exogenously produced aldehydes to their respective carboxylic acids. High activity of aldehyde dehydrogenase interfere with several chemotherapeutics used in the treatment of patients with colorectal cancer. Detoxification and drug inactivation represents one of the mechanisms contributing to chemoresistance. Recent data provides the evidence for CRC-type specific ALDH isoform expression: by silencing of ALDH1A1 or ALDH1A3 in tested cells we were compared chemosensitivity of these cells to unaffected ones. Samples after silencing were exposed to 5-FU, Capecitabine, Raltitrexed and Irinotecan, commonly deployed anticancer agents for the treatment of primary, as well as metastatic CRC. Silencing of these two ALDH1A isoforms led to different effect on chemosensitivity to tested drugs [48] .
Finally, the effect of pharmacological inhibition of several ALDH isozyme activities by the chemical diethylaminobenzaldehyde (DEAB) partially sensitized the tested cell lines to chemotherapeutics: Chemosensitivity test in the presence of a sub-inhibitory concentration of DEAB, confirmed its potential to increase the antiproliferative effect of 5-FU, Irinotecan, Raltitrexed and Cisplatin in colorectal carcinoma cells [48] .
The role of CRC stem cells, as biomarkers for CRC personalized medicine
Currently, most of the clinical trials are carried out on metastatic cancer patients with the aim of temporarily controlling tumor progression. However, with the increasing knowledge of colorectal CSC (CR-CSC) biology, several therapeutic options are becoming available. Current therapies do not target the CSC; this could be the reason behind recurrence of tumor growth or resistance to treatment post therapy [29] .
CSCs have been isolated from leukemia, breast, prostate, brain, pancreatic, colon, and other types of cancer using either cell surface marker-based (e.g., CD44+, CD24, CD133+, etc.) or dye-effluxbased side population identification combined with cell sorting [49] . The prognostic value of CSC markers in the clinic is expanding, since it has been shown that CSCs are markers for poor patient prognosis [50, 51] . Studies on CSC markers for colorectal cancer have shown that tumors harboring higher levels of both CD44 and CD133 had a higher risk of developing early liver metastases [52] .
CSC markers are not only important for their identification but can also prove to be useful treatment targets [53] . Moreover, such markers may assist in proper selection of regimen of therapy and current status of treatment as well as disease: the primary aim of a predictive biomarker is to accurately determine the outcome of a given treatment. Ideally both, tumor and surrounding normal tissue responses can be assessed. If a biomarker is to be measured during the course of treatment, the accurate prediction should be made early enough to permit treatment interventions. This underlines the causative relationship between a biological factor and therapy outcome, i.e. measures to change biomarker expression lead to the corresponding change in treatment response. In other words, a strong association between biomarker and treatment outcome should result from a similar direct treatment effect on both, biomarker level and endpoint of therapy [54] .
The aim of a biomarker -based patient stratification, for future treatment individualization trials, must be to identify patient groups whose chance of tumor cure after current standard treatment is approaching 100% and/or patient groups with poor tumor control rates. Such patient groups can then be brought into treatment de-escalation or treatment intensification trials, respectively. In contrast, for patients between these extremes it is currently extremely difficult to design a personalized interventional strategy which can be tested in clinical trials without major risk to reduce their individual chance of uncomplicated tumor control. For these patients, traditional clinical trials, accompanied by translational studies into refined biomarker panels, appear currently as the best strategy. The definition of extremely good or very poor prognosis group very likely requires the application of several biomarkers, where CSC markers are only one of them [55] .
Some tissue-specific and whole genome approaches for molecular profiling of complex gene signatures of tumors and cancer cell lines have been developed in the last few years and led to the discovery of specific gene sets related to particular cancer types and which may predict the risk of metastatic dissemination at specific tissues and organs and overall outcome of patients with cancer. Moreover, the in vitro and in vivo characterization of stem cell markers and functional features of cancer stem/progenitor cells in tumor tissue specimens from patients with cancer and cancer cell lines has also revealed their major implications in tumor growth, metastases, treatment resistance, and disease relapse [17, 56] .
In a recent study, drug responses to cisplatin and ALDH targeting compound or JAK2 inhibitor determined if the ovarian CSC population could be targeted. Cells that escaped therapy were isolated and used to initiate new spheroids and model tumor re-emergence in a personalized manner. The study concluded that, ovarian CSC spheroids from different patients exhibited varying, and personalized responses to chemotherapeutics. Xenografts were established from ovarian CSC spheroids, even with one single spheroid. Distinct responses to therapy were observed in distinct primary tumor xenografts similar to those observed in spheroids. Spheroids resistant to Cisplatin/ALDH inhibitor therapy had persistent, albeit lower ALDH expression and complete loss of CD133 expression while those resistant to cisplatin/JAK2 inhibitor therapy were enriched for ALDH+ cells [54] .
Furthermore, in both published and unpublished results from our own laboratory we have proven, the diversity between responses of several human CRC cells to various anticancer agents, commonly used as a mainstay in early, as well as in advanced (metastatic) CRC treatment; the differences in expression level of various CRC-SC molecular markers, including ALDH1 isoforms, ABC transporters, plasma membrane receptors such as, Lgr5 and transcription factors such as, Nanog and SOX2, were correlated to the differences in chemotherapeutic effect of anticancer agents in human CRC cells. With multiple such experiments, we have indicated the increased cytotoxic effect of the drug Raltitrexed on HT-29 and HCT-116 CRC cells compared to the LS-180 CRC cell line-a result associating the different expression profiles of CSC markers, as a possible explanation of this phenomenon, since all three cells lines belong to the same cancer type, namely colorectal carcinoma. The same patterns account for the drug Irinotecan, while our experiments proved that the drug Capecitabine, follow the exact inverse pattern, exhibiting a much greater cytotoxic effect towards LS-180 CRC cells [48] .
Finally, we have also proven that CRC cells, rendered resistant to the drug 5-FU, change both their chemosensitivity towards the tested anticancer agents, as well as their levels and patterns of CRC-SC marker expression, with the above mentioned results pointing further to the potential of use of CSC and their marker in the personalization of treatment regimens in colorectal neoplasia, stratifying patients according to tumor-CRC-SC types, with the use of such biomarkers, both pre-and post-chemotherapy initiation [48, 57] .
Discussion
In the prism of the evident need for new approaches in the field of cancer treatment and after due consideration of complications such as, anticancer treatment failure, the use of novel modalities for treatment adjustment and personalization, as well as patient grouping and stratification, according to the molecular characteristics and the biology of each, individual tumor, seems, indeed highly promising.
In this review, we systematically summarized, the most recent and updated experimental results, regarding the role of cancer stem cells, as well as other types of stem cells of the tumor microenvironment, in the context of treatment of colorectal neoplasia. After reviewing the current knowledge on the vast importance of this specific type of neoplasia worldwide, as well as its basic molecular and gross-pathological characteristics, we reviewed the mainstays in the CRC treatment nowadays including chemotherapy, surgical interventions and radiotherapy and thence, we analyze the main perplexities of current treatment, including concept of chemo-, radio-and multidrug resistance, which account for neoplastic lesion relapse, treatment failure and overall, decreased survival of CRC patients. This phenomena, clearly point the way to the applicability of personalized medicine in this field and in this context, we further analyze the up-to date research in the stem cell science field.
Citing results of research for the effects of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) and thus, the association of tumor microenvironment aspects on CRC cells, we observe that, evidence pointing to a "tumor-promoting" role of MSCs is being opposed by recent evidence indicating an anti-tumor effect, which, however, appears to be specific for the very early stages of tumor development: stating this, administration of MSCs at this very early stage can have a tumor inhibiting effect by reducing inflammatory signaling and DNA damage in human colorectal cells. Furthermore, MSCs studied in the context of chemo-and radioresistance in CRC cells, seem to induce resistance to chemotherapeutics used in CRC, as seen in experiments using 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU), the treatment of choice for this cancer type. In addition, MSCs have been shown to be radio-resistant and so, could withstand such therapy and retain their tumor-conditioned phenotype, thus potentially contributing to disease relapse. However, genetically modified MSCs have been tested in the enzyme/prodrug therapy: this therapy can be selective against the neoplastic cells and the results of such studies concluded that, genetically modified MSCs, were successfully used in the treatment of colon cancer.
A vast amount of experimental research, moreover, indicated the role of cancer stem cells in novel treatment approaches for CRC, with a predictable extension of this concept in the treatment of many other types of neoplasia. Several molecules have been proposed as colorectal CSC markers, including CD133, CD44, CD24, CD166, Lgr-5, and aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1), CD166, epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), CD29, CD24, CD26, Msi-1, Lgr-5 receptor, and Wnt activity/β-catenin, among many others. Considering thus, the critical role of cancer stem cells in aspects like tumorigenicity, metastasis, chemo/ radioresistance and in many cases multidrug resistance in anticancer treatment, as well as the different molecular biology profiles of cancer stem cells in each individual tumor, research focused on such CSC associated molecules, serving as both, markers of recognition and separation, as well as targets for their selective treatment opting for decrease of tumor relapse, metastasis and anticancer treatment failure.
The treatment personalization potential of CSC markers in the clinic is promptly expanding, since it has been shown that CSCs and their associated markers can account for poor patient prognosis. Thus, CSC markers may not only be important for their identification or targeting but can also prove to be useful treatment personalization "tools"-an asset in proper selection of regimen of therapy and current status of treatment, serving as novel biomarkers in the battle against CRC.
According to the relevant, cited results of our research, we can observe the role of CRC stem cells and their molecular markers in conferring chemoresistance to several anticancer chemotherapeutics in certain types of CRC cells, with this phenomenon being whatsoever, variable, or even absent in other CRC cell types. The differences in expression level of various CRC-SC molecular markers, including ALDH1 isoforms, ABC transporters, plasma membrane receptors such as, Lgr-5 and transcription factors such as, Nanog and SOX2, were correlated to the variabilities in chemotherapeutic/cytotoxic effect of anticancer agents in human CRC cells, indicating their potential for future use as biomarkers in CRC treatment and thus therapeutic regimen individualization.
Conclusions
This review summarizes our knowledge of the effects and potential of stem cells and cancer stem cells in the field of personalized CRC treatment, serving as an indication of the importance of such research, in the development of novel, cancer therapeutic approaches, aiming for improving prognosis, survival and the patient's quality of life. Future perspectives, in the context of taking advantage of these reviewed research results, should opt to further verify the potential of cancer stem cells and their markers as well as stem cells in general, regarding CRC treatment personalization.
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